
Are Your Conclusions On Specialised Tax
Barristers Similar To Mine? Lets Take A Look.
Save the link to this blog post because there is oodles of insight about Specialised
Tax Barristers covered within.

The litigation practice of pension specialists covers advising on non-adversarial
applications to construe or rectify scheme rules as well as adversarial claims such
as professional negligence actions against former pension scheme advisers. UK
Transfer pricing provisions is a subject that a British tax barrister can specialise in.
HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) may open a Code Of Practice 8 (COP 8)
investigation against you if they believe that you are underpaying tax or have
opened a tax avoidance scheme to reduce a tax liability. There are no special
qualifications needed to be a tax barrister. Like any other barrister, a tax
practitioner has to be bright, hard-working, practical and able to absorb and analyse
considerable volumes of information very quickly. Tax issues that barristers deal
with arise in a variety of contexts including corporate reconstructions, insolvency,
estate planning and trust management, land transactions, claims for judicial review
and restitution, tribunal appeals, criminal and family proceedings, and references
before the Court of Justice of the European Union. Quite a few British tax barristers
are able to undertake tax arbitrations either as counsel or arbitrator.

Experienced barristers can act as advisers to businesses facing external
investigation by regulators (HMRC, the FCA and the full range of professional



regulators), or pursuing internal investigations. Tax barristers can be instructed by
members of the Chartered Association of Certified Accountants without the need for
a solicitor as intermediary. Many a barrister deals with HMRC enquiries and tax
appeals to advising entities in relation to risk assessments for the purposes of the
Criminal Finances Act 2017. Tax barristers advise in relation to all aspects of
disguised remuneration challenge and settlement. They have an in-depth
knowledge of so called disguised remuneration schemes and can assist clients with
achieving substantially better settlement outcomes. A Domicile Advice service will
represent clients to determine the best fit for their needs.

First Class Tax Lawyers
Monitoring and managing risks is a matter that a pension barrister will have
experience in. There are UK tax barristers who have experience in advising and
assisting with regard to all forms of HMRC enquiries, and investigations under the
civil (COPs 8, 9, CDF, SCP and CIF) and criminal regimes, and can also give post
transaction, pre-enquiry advice. Some of the best tax barristers draw praise from
both clients and peers for the depth of their tax experience. Chambers has a strong
private client following, with a long history of advising individuals, family
companies, trusts and estates. The advisory side of a tax barrister's practice can
include giving opinion on employment tax (including share schemes and EBTs). As
you may be aware, the best Inheritance Tax Advice  service can give advice in
relation to their area of knowledge.

Some tax barristers who are experts in SDLT will be able to advise on First Time
Buying. During a tax investigation, a tax barrister may explain the investigative
process and advise on how long it is likely to last. Some of the most established tax
barristers have experience in Entrepreneurs’ Relief and the Substantial
Shareholding Exemption. Application of the SDLT anti-avoidance provisions
including section 75A, the partnership anti-avoidance provisions (Sch.15 paras. 17
and 17A), and the GAAR is an area of expertise for a tax barrister. A barrister is
someone who has been Called to the Bar of England and Wales, and to become a
barrister you have to complete a rigorous process of training involving academic,
vocational and work-based components. Advisory services such as Tax Barrister are
a common sight today.

Acting For The Tax Payer
Tax solicitors in the private sector ensure that clients structure their business deals,
assets, or day-to-day operations in such a way that they take advantage of legal
breaks and loopholes in tax legislation. UK tax barristers have appeared in many
appeals in all tribunals and courts hearing UK tax matters from the First-tier
Tribunal and the Supreme Court to the European Court of Justice. Tax litigation will
very often raise issues of EU law, in which members of chambers also have
considerable expertise. A barrister has the training and experience to anticipate the
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https://mataxbarrister.com/tax-barrister/


range of likely outcomes and to work with the solicitor and their client to choose the
most appropriate path, so it is helpful to involve a barrister at the outset. A tax
professional can provide advice and assistance, or legal representation if HMRC
have opened a tax investigation into your tax affairs. All professionals involved with 
Pensions Advice  have a duty to be confidential.

Regulatory investigations can be taxing experiences for businesses and their staff:
there is often a lack of understanding in the approach that regulators take, in which
direction their investigation is going and how best to manage interaction with them.
With a hands-on approach, tax barristers guide and support persons they act for
through what can be a difficult time for them. By managing the disclosure process
and dealing with HMRC on their behalf, they prepare a disclosure report and
negotiate settlement of the enquiry to help clients reach the end of the process with
minimum disruption. The experience of some barristers that specialise in tax
matters spans a range of advisory and transactional tax work, advising on a variety
of tax issues including: corporate sales and acquisitions, joint ventures, group
restructurings, employee incentives and fund establishment. Find additional info on
the topic of Specialised Tax Barristers in this  link.
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